
Switching to paygate couldn’t be safer, 
easier or faster

We understand that you might be a bit nervous about changing your payment solution, it’s natural. 
We guarantee no disruption to your payments, carry out thorough testing and get your team up to speed 
with the new application quickly and easily thanks to paygate’s intuitive user-friendly design.
Your dedicated implementation Engineer gets things started and manages the whole process up to go 
live. Then our Support team is on hand for any ongoing help you need.
We’ve successfully switched thousands of customers to paygate with total reassurance and peace of 
mind. Here’s how our finely tuned on-boarding procedure works.
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1  Gather Information
Preparation is everything. We start by reviewing your 
Customer Audit Form (CAF) that accurately gathers all 
the information we need about your payment types, 
SUNs, approval procedures and users.

We also ask you to send us sample files. We track their 
transition through paygate’s mapping function to double-
check that precise submission-ready files are created.

Agree Go Live date 
We agree a go live date with you at the start to help 
you plan internally. This could be within a few days or 
delayed until later if that’s what you need. For total 
peace of mind, you can have paygate run alongside 
your existing solution until you’re absolutely confident 
about switching over

Link your SUNs 
Simply contact your Bank and ask them to link all your 
SUNs to the paygate solution and, if appropriate to 
our Bureau – this ensures we can help with contingency 
support in the event of an emergency.

2  Configuration
As part of the configuration planning, we review your 
preferred signing method and what this involves – HSM, 
HSM-as-a-service and Smartcards. We also discuss the 
set-up of SMS messaging and Tokens if these are part of 
your process.

With all the correct information clearly documented, we 
configure your system.

3  Installation, testing and training
For paygate Cloud, you’ll have access as soon as you’ve 
received your logins. If you’ve chosen to host your own 
paygate solution, we’ll agree a date for completing the 
installation remotely, and if necessary arrange a site visit 
if that’s what you need.

We run comprehensive testing against our rigorous 
quality standards and complete the Service Qualification 
Plan required for Bacs-compliance. As part of our testing 
procedure we process the sample files you’ve provided 
to ensure everything is working just as it should be.

At this stage we train your team; paygate is designed to 
be very intuitive and user-friendly so your team quickly 
build up proficiency and confidence. We set up your 
workflows and teach your users how to easily build and 
edit them so you’re always in control – not all solution 
providers do that!

Finally, we explain our expert Support Service and the 
many ways to contact our team should you need help.

You’re ready to go, 
it’s that easy!

•  Dedicated installation engineer  
gets in touch

• Customer Audit Form is reviewed
• Sample files sent to us
• Installation timeframe agreed
• SUNs linked to paygate

• Signing method agreed
• SMS messaging and tokens reviewed
• System is configured

• Site visit (rarely required)
•  Comprehensive testing and Service Qualification Plan
• Workflow set up and demonstrated
• User team training
• Support service and contact routes explained


